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UNIT –I: Introduction to Android
What Is Android?
Android is an operating system and programming platform developed by Google
for mobile phones and other mobile devices, such as tablets. It can run on many
different devices from many different manufacturers. Android includes a
software development kit (SDK) that helps you write original code and assemble
software modules to create apps for Android users. Android also provides a
marketplace to distribute apps. Altogether, Android represents an ecosystem for
mobile apps.

A set of software subsystems needed to deliver a fully functional solution – for
mobile devices

Android offers the following features:
 Application framework enabling reuse and replacement of app components

(discussed later in this chapter)
 Bluetooth, EDGE, 3G, and WiFi support (hardware dependent)
 Camera, GPS, compass, and accelerometer support (hardware dependent)
 Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) optimized for mobile devices
 GSM Telephony support (hardware dependent)

 Integrated browser based on the open source WebKit engine
 Media support for common audio, video, and still image formats (MPEG4,

H.264, MP3, AAC, AMR, JPG, PNG, GIF)
 Optimized graphics powered by a custom 2D graphics library; 3D graphics

based on the OpenGL ES 1.0 specification (hardware acceleration optional)
 SQLite for structured data storage

History of Android



What a long, strange trip it's been.

From its inaugural release to today, Android has transformed visually,
conceptually and functionally — time and time again. Google's mobile operating
system may have started out scrappy, but holy moly, has it ever evolved.

Here's a fast-paced tour of Android version highlights from the platform's birth to
present.

Android versions 1.0 to 1.1: The early days

Android made its official public debut in 2008 with Android 1.0 — a release so
ancient it didn't even have a cute codename.

Things were pretty basic back then, but the software did include a suite of early
Google apps like Gmail, Maps, Calendar, and YouTube, all of which were
integrated into the operating system — a stark contrast to the employed today.



Android version 1.5: Cupcake

With early 2009's Android 1.5 Cupcake release, the
tradition of Android version names was born. Cupcake
introduced numerous refinements to the Android
interface, including the first on-screen keyboard —
something that'd be necessary as phones moved away
from the once-ubiquitous physical keyboard model.

Cupcake also brought about the framework for third-
party app widgets, which would quickly turn into one of
Android's most distinguishing elements, and it provided
the platform's first-ever option for video recording.

Android version 1.6: Donut

Android 1.6, Donut, rolled into the world in the fall of
2009. Donut filled in some important holes in Android's
center, including the ability for the OS to operate on a
variety of different screen sizes and resolutions — a
factor that'd be critical in the years to come. It also added
support for CDMA networks like Verizon, which would
play a key role in Android's imminent explosion.



Android's universal search box made its first appearance in Android 1.6.

Android versions 2.0 to 2.1: Eclair

Keeping up the breakneck release pace of Android's early years, Android 2.0 Eclair,
emerged just six weeks after Donut; its "point-one" update, also called Eclair, came
out a couple months later. Eclair was the first Android release to enter mainstream
consciousness thanks to the original Motorola Droid phone and the massive
Verizon-led marketing campaign surrounding it.

The release's most transformative element was the addition of voice-guided turn-
by-turn navigation and real-time traffic info — something previously unheard of
(and still essentially unmatched) in the smartphone world. Navigation aside, Eclair
brought live wallpapers to Android as well as the platform's first speech-to-text
function. And it made waves for injecting the once-iOS-exclusive pinch-to-zoom
capability into Android — a move often seen as the spark that ignited Apple's
long-lasting "thermonuclear war" against Google.

The first versions of turn-by-turn navigation and speech-to-text, in Eclair.

https://www.pcworld.com/article/182310/Droid_Sales_and_the_Android_Explosion.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2489423/it-leadership/steve-jobs-called-for--holy-war--against-google.html


Android version 2.2: Froyo

Just four months after Android 2.1 arrived, Google served up Android 2.2, Froyo,
which revolved largely around under-the-hood performance improvements.

Froyo did deliver some important front-facing features, though, including the
addition of the now-standard dock at the bottom of the home screen as well as the
first incarnation of Voice Actions, which allowed you to perform basic functions
like getting directions and making notes by tapping an icon and then speaking a
command.

Google
Notably, Froyo also brought support for Flash to
Android's web browser — an option that was
significant both because of the widespread use
of Flash at the time and because of Apple's
adamant stance against supporting it on its own
mobile devices. Apple would eventually win, of
course, and Flash would become far less
common. But back when it was still everywhere,
being able to access the full web without any
black holes was a genuine advantage only
Android could offer.

Google's first real attempt at voice control, in
Froyo.

Android version 2.3: Gingerbread

Android's first true visual identity started coming into focus with 2010's
Gingerbread release. Bright green had long been the color of Android's robot
mascot, and with Gingerbread, it became an integral part of the operating system's

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2469013/mobile-apps/mobile-apps-why-the-apple-crowd-s-completely-wrong-about-flash.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2469013/mobile-apps/mobile-apps-why-the-apple-crowd-s-completely-wrong-about-flash.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2471661/mobile-apps/flash--boom--bang--android-and-the-adobe-flash-clash.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2469757/mobile-apps/android-gingerbread--the-complete-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2469757/mobile-apps/android-gingerbread--the-complete-faq.html


appearance. Black and green seeped all over the UI as Android started its slow
march toward distinctive design.

JR Raphael / IDG
It was easy being green back in the Gingerbread days.

Android 3.0 to 3.2: Honeycomb

2011's Honeycomb period was a weird time for Android. Android 3.0 came into
the world as a tablet-only release to accompany the launch of the Motorola Xoom,
and through the subsequent 3.1 and 3.2 updates, it remained a tablet-exclusive (and
closed-source) entity.

Under the guidance of newly arrived design chief Matias Duarte, Honeycomb
introduced a dramatically reimagined UI for Android. It had a space-like
"holographic" design that traded the platform's trademark green for blue and placed
an emphasis on making the most of a tablet's screen space.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2506441/mobile-wireless/android-honeycomb--powerful-and-promising--but-not-perfect.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mat%C3%ADas_Duarte


JR Raphael / IDG
Honeycomb: When Android got a case of the holographic blues.
While the concept of a tablet-specific interface didn't last long, many of
Honeycomb's ideas laid the groundwork for the Android we know today. The
software was the first to use on-screen buttons for Android's main navigational
commands; it marked the beginning of the end for the permanent overflow-menu
button; and it introduced the concept of a card-like UI with its take on the Recent
Apps list.

Android version 4.0: Ice Cream Sandwich

With Honeycomb acting as the bridge from old to new, Ice Cream Sandwich —
also released in 2011 — served as the platform's official entry into the era of
modern design. The release refined the visual concepts introduced with
Honeycomb and reunited tablets and phones with a single, unified UI vision.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2475741/android/hallelujah--samsung-is-finally-ditching-the-old-android-menu-button.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2471455/mobile-apps-android-ice-cream-sandwich-the-complete-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2472154/mobile-apps/ice-cream-sandwich-on-android-tablets--a-visual-tour.html


ICS dropped much of Honeycomb's "holographic" appearance but kept its use of
blue as a system-wide highlight. And it carried over core system elements like on-
screen buttons and a card-like appearance for app-switching.

JR Raphael / IDG
The ICS home screen and app-switching interface.
Android 4.0 also made swiping a more integral method of getting around the
operating system, with the then-revolutionary-feeling ability to swipe away things
like notifications and recent apps. And it started the slow process of bringing a
standardized design framework — known as "Holo" — all throughout the OS and
into Android's app ecosystem.

Android versions 4.1 to 4.3: Jelly Bean

Spread across three impactful Android versions, 2012 and 2013's Jelly
Bean releases took ICS's fresh foundation and made meaningful strides in fine-
tuning and building upon it. The releases added plenty of poise and polish into the
operating system and went a long way in making Android more inviting for the
average user.

Visuals aside, Jelly Bean brought about our first taste of Google Now — the
spectacular predictive-intelligence utility that's sadly since devolved into a
glorified news feed. It gave us expandable and interactive notifications, an
expanded voice search system, and a more advanced system for displaying search

https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2012/01/holo-everywhere.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2472266/mobile-wireless/android-4-1--jelly-bean--the-complete-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2472266/mobile-wireless/android-4-1--jelly-bean--the-complete-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2473576/android/android-4-2--the-poise-and-the-polish.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2472443/android/google-now-revisited--one-month-with-android-s-new-secret-weapon.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3229933/mobile-wireless/google-feed.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3229933/mobile-wireless/google-feed.html


results in general, with a focus on card-based results that attempted to answer
questions directly.

Multiuser support also came into play, albeit on tablets only at this point, and an
early version of Android's Quick Settings panel made its first appearance. Jelly
Bean ushered in a heavily hyped system for placing widgets on your lock screen,
too — one that, like so many Android features over the years, quietly disappeared
a couple years later.

JR Raphael / IDG
Jelly Bean's Quick Settings panel and short-lived lock screen widget feature.

Android version 4.4: KitKat

Late-2013's KitKat release marked the end of Android's dark era, as the blacks of
Gingerbread and the blues of Honeycomb finally made their way out of the
operating system. Lighter backgrounds and more neutral highlights took their
places, with a transparent status bar and white icons giving the OS a more
contemporary appearance.

Android 4.4 also saw the first version of "OK, Google" support — but in KitKat,
the hands-free activation prompt worked only when your screen was already
on and you were either at your home screen or inside the Google app.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2473521/android/android-4-2-lock-screen-widgets--hands-on-impressions-and-gallery.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3082024/android/google-android-flip-flop.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2475323/android/android-4-4--kitkat--the-complete-faq.html


The release was Google's first foray into claiming a full panel of the home screen
for its services, too — at least, for users of its own Nexus phones and those who
chose to download its first-ever standalone launcher.

JR Raphael / IDG
The lightened KitKat home screen and its dedicated Google Now panel.

Android versions 5.0 and 5.1: Lollipop

Google essentially reinvented Android — again — with its Android 5.0 Lollipop
release in the fall of 2014. Lollipop launched the still-present-today Material
Design standard, which brought a whole new look that extended across all of
Android, its apps and even other Google products.

The card-based concept that had been scattered throughout Android became a core
UI pattern — one that would guide the appearance of everything from notifications,
which now showed up on the lock screen for at-a-glance access, to the Recent
Apps list, which took on an unabashedly card-based appearance.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.launcher&hl=en
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2834501/android-50-lollipop-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2834501/android-50-lollipop-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2926007/android/material-design-1-year-later-pocket-pocketcasts.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2926007/android/material-design-1-year-later-pocket-pocketcasts.html


JR Raphael / IDG
Lollipop and the onset of Material Design.
Lollipop introduced a slew of new features into Android, including truly hands-
free voice control via the "OK, Google" command, support for multiple users on
phones and a priority mode for better notification management. It changed so much,
unfortunately, that it also introduced a bunch of troubling bugs, many of which
wouldn't be fully ironed out until the following year's 5.1 release.

Android version 6.0: Marshmallow

In the grand scheme of things, 2015's Marshmallow was a fairly minor Android
release — one that seemed more like a 0.1-level update than anything deserving of
a full number bump. But it started the trend of Google releasing one major Android
version per year and that version always receiving its own whole number.

Marshmallow's most attention-grabbing element was a screen-search feature called
Now On Tap — something that, as I said at the time, had tons of potential that
wasn't fully tapped. Google never quite perfected the system and ended up quietly
retiring its brand and moving it out of the forefront the following year.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2871662/android/broken-lollipop-android-50.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2989973/android/android-60-marshmallow-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2972270/android/android-60-marshmallow.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2989248/android/android-60-google-now-on-tap.html


JR Raphael / IDG
Marshmallow and the almost-brilliance of Google Now on Tap.
Android 6.0 did introduce some stuff with lasting impact, though, including more
granular app permissions, support for fingerprint readers, and support for USB-C.

Android versions 7.0 and 7.1: Nougat

Google's 2016 Android Nougat releases provided Android with a native split-
screen mode, a new bundled-by-app system for organizing notifications, and a
Data Saver feature. Nougat added some smaller but still significant features, too,
like an Alt-Tab-like shortcut for snapping between apps.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3110607/android/android-70-nougat-faq.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3043467/android/android-n-features.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3229125/android/time-saving-android-shortcuts.html


JR Raphael / IDG
Android 7.0 Nougat and its new native split-screen mode.
Perhaps most pivotal among Nougat's enhancements, however, was the launch of
the Google Assistant — which came alongside the announcement of Google's first
fully self-made phone, the Pixel, about two months after Nougat's debut. The
Assistant would go on to become a critical component of Android and most other
Google products and is arguably the company's foremost effort today.

Android version 8.0 and 8.1: Oreo

Android Oreo added a variety of niceties to the platform, including a native
picture-in-picture mode, a notification snoozing option, and notification channels
that offer fine control over how apps can alert you.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3138045/android/google-assistant-clarity-consistency.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3132428/android/google-pixel-phone.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3132428/android/google-pixel-phone.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3233300/mobile-wireless/google-ecosystem.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3218154/android/android-80-oreo.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3183634/android/android-o-notifications.html


JR Raphael / IDG
Oreo adds several significant features to the operating system, including a new
picture-in-picture mode.

The 2017 release also included some noteworthy elements that furthered Google's
goal of aligning Android and Chrome OS and improving the experience of
using Android apps on Chromebooks, and it was the first Android version to
feature Project Treble — an ambitious effort to create a modular base for Android's
code with the hope of making it easier for device-makers to provide timely
software updates.

Android version 9: Pie

The freshly baked scent of Android Pie, a.k.a. Android 9, wafted into the Android
ecosystem in August of 2018. Pie's most transformative change was its hybrid
gesture/button navigation system, which traded Android's traditional Back, Home,
and Overview keys for a large, multifunctional Home button and a small Back
button that appeared alongside it as needed.

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3214404/mobile-wireless/android-chrome-os-alignment.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3214404/mobile-wireless/android-chrome-os-alignment.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3234533/android/android-apps-for-chromebooks-the-essentials
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3196830/android/google-android-upgrades-project-treble.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3336507/android/android-pie-30-advanced-tips-and-tricks.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3270735/android/android-p-gesture-navigation.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3270735/android/android-p-gesture-navigation.html


JR Raphael/IDG
Android 9 introduced a short-lived setup for getting around phones with a mix of
both gestures and buttons.

Pie included some noteworthy productivity features, too, such as a universal
suggested-reply system for messaging notifications, a new dashboard of Digital
Wellbeing controls, and more intelligent systems for power and screen brightness
management. And, of course, there was no shortage of smaller but still-significant
advancements hidden throughout Pie's filling, including a smarter way to handle
Wi-Fi hotspots, a welcome twist to Android's Battery Saver mode, and a variety
of privacy and security enhancements.

Android version 10

Google released Android 10 — the first Android version to shed its letter and be
known simply by a number, with no dessert-themed moniker attached — in
September of 2019; it's the Android version now shipping on most new devices,
and it's slowly but surely making its way to existing phones around the world.

The software brings about a totally reimagined interface for Android gestures, this
time doing away with the tappable Back button altogether and relying on a
completely swipe-driven approach to system navigation. (If you so choose, that is;
unlike Pie, Android 10 also includes the traditional Android three-button
navigation system as an option on all phones.)

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3271075/android/android-p-features.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3295577/android-9-pie.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3295577/android-9-pie.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3292997/android/android-p-additions.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3292997/android/android-p-additions.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3261464/android/android-p-security.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3433262/android-10-end-of-whimsy.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3407700/android-q-gestures-problems.html


Under the hood, Android 10 introduces a new setup for hot-fix-style updates that'll
eventually allow for faster and more consistent rollouts of small, narrowly focused
patches. And the software has plenty of other quietly important improvements,
including an updated permissions system that gives you more control over exactly
how and when apps are able to access location data as well as an expanded system
for protecting unique device identifiers (which can be used to track a device's
activity over time).

JR Raphael/IDG
Android 10's new privacy permissions model adds some much-needed nuance into
the realm of location data.

Beyond that, Android 10 includes a system-wide dark theme, a new Focus Mode
that lets you limit distractions from specific apps with the tap of an on-screen
button, and a long-overdue overhaul of Android's sharing menu. It also lays the
groundwork for a new Live Caption feature that'll allow you to generate on-the-fly
visual captions for any media playing on your phone — videos, podcasts, or even
just regular ol' voice recordings — though that feature wasn't available
immediately upon the software's launch and is expected to arrive starting with
Pixel phones sometime later this year.

Android version 11 (developer preview)

Android 11 may still be in its infancy, but the in-progress update has already made
history by being the earliest developer preview the platform's ever seen.
Google announced the first Android 11 preview on February 19 of this year,

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3394578/android-security-updates.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3366218/android-q.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3437337/android-10-important-addition.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3366218/android-q.html
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2020/02/Android-11-developer-preview.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3528210/android-11-takeaways.html


catching most of the tech community off guard with its nearly-a-month-ahead-of-
typical-schedule arrival.

The first Android 11 preview is a preview through and through; it's rough around
the edges, not meant for general use, and almost certainly not the complete picture
of what the final software will be. Still, it gives us a broad glimpse at some of the
themes and adjustments we can expect when the software's final version rolls
around later this year.

Already, it's clear that privacy will be a prominent focus. The update builds upon
the expanded permissions system introduced in Android 10 and adds in the ability
for users to grant apps certain permissions only on a limited, single-use basis. As
of now, that possibility is present with location access, camera access, and
microphone access.

JR Raphael/IDG
With Android 11, you'll be able to grant an app permission to see your location or
access your camera or microphone on a limited, one-time-use basis.

Along with the release, Google is clamping down on background location access in
general and requiring all app developers to explicitly request the ability to see a
user's location when their app isn't actively in use. By the end of the year, only
apps whose requests have been approved as being reasonable and valid — by an
actual person at Google! — will be able to detect location while running in the
background.

Android 11 follows its predecessor's lead further by pulling more critical functions
out of the actual operating system and restructuring them as standalone modules
that can then be updated directly by Google, without the need for any carrier or
manufacturer involvement. It introduces a number of interface enhancements, too,
including Bubbles — a new kind of multitasking system first discussed in 2019 but

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3386880/android-q-bubbles-multitasking.html


then put on the back burner until now — as well as an expanded screen-capturing
function, a more customizable system sharing menu, and an improved Dark Theme
that's able to switch itself on and off automatically based on the time of day.

Android's new Bubbles feature was first introduced during development of
Android 10 — known as "Android Q" at the time — and will finally make its
public debut with this year's Android 11 release.
Google expects to release two more developer previews of Android 11 followed by
an initial beta version in May — when we'll likely see more of the software's new
front-facing features. There'll be two near-final release-candidate builds over the
summer, meanwhile, and then a final Android 11 release somewhere between July
and September.

Android Architecture

The Android software stack consists of apps at the top, middleware (consisting of
an application framework, libraries, and the Android runtime) in the middle, and a
Linux kernel with various drivers at the bottom. Figure 1–1 shows this layered
architecture.



Users care about apps, and Android ships with a variety of useful core apps, which
include Browser, Contacts, and Phone. All apps are written in the Java
programming language. Apps form the top layer of Android’s architecture.

Directly beneath the app layer is the application framework, a set of high-level
building blocks for creating apps. The application framework is preinstalled on
Android devices and consists of the following components:

Activity Manager: This component provides an app’s lifecycle and maintains a
shared activity stack for navigating within and among apps. Both topics are
discussed later in this chapter.

Content Providers: These components encapsulate data (such as the Browser app’s
bookmarks) that can be shared among apps.

Location Manager: This component makes it possible for an Android device to be
aware of its physical location.

Notification Manager: This component lets an app notify the user of a significant
event (such as a message’s arrival) without interrupting what the user is currently
doing.

Package Manager: This component lets an app learn about other app packages
that are currently installed on the device. (App packages are discussed later in this
chapter.)

Resource Manager: This component lets an app access its resources, a topic that’s
briefly discussed in Recipe 1–5.

Telephony Manager: This component lets an app learn about a device’s telephony
services. It also handles making and receiving phone calls.

View System: This component manages user interface elements and user interface-
oriented event generation. (These topics are briefly discussed in Recipe 1–5.)

Window Manager: This component organizes the screen’s real estate into windows,
allocates drawing surfaces, and performs other window related jobs.

The components of the application framework rely on a set of C/C++ libraries to
perform their jobs. Developers interact with the following libraries by way of
framework APIs:

FreeType: This library supports bitmap and vector font rendering.



libc: This library is a BSD-derived implementation of the standard C system
library, tuned for embedded Linux-based devices.

LibWebCore: This library offers a modern and fast web browser engine that
powers the Android browser and an embeddable web view. Also used by the
Google Chrome and Apple Safari browsers.

Media Framework: These libraries, which are based on PacketVideo’s OpenCORE,
support the playback and recording of many popular audio and video formats, as
well as working with static image files. Supported formats include MPEG4, H.264,
MP3, AAC, AMR, JPEG and PNG.
OpenGL | ES: These 3D graphics libraries provide an OpenGL implementation
based on OpenGL | ES 1.0 APIs. They use hardware 3D acceleration (where
available) or the included (and highly optimized) 3D software rasterizer.

SGL: This library provides the underlying 2D graphics engine.

SQLite: This library provides a powerful and lightweight relational database engine
that’s available to all apps, and that’s also used by Mozilla Firefox and Apple’s
iPhone for persistent storage.

SSL: This library provides secure sockets layer-based (SSL-based) security for
network communication.

Surface Manager: This library manages access to the display subsystem, and
seamlessly composites 2D and 3D graphic layers from multiple apps.

Android provides a runtime environment that consists of core libraries
(implementing a subset of the Apache Harmony Java version 5 implementation)
and the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM), a non-Java virtual machine that’s based
on processor registers instead of being stack-based.



App Architecture

Notice that each component depends only on the component one level below it.
For example, activities and fragments depend only on a view model. The
repository is the only class that depends on multiple other classes; in this example,
the repository depends on a persistent data model and a remote backend data
source.

This design creates a consistent and pleasant user experience. Regardless of
whether the user comes back to the app several minutes after they've last closed it
or several days later, they instantly see a user's information that the app persists
locally. If this data is stale, the app's repository module starts updating the data in
the background.

The architecture of an Android app differs from desktop application architecture.
App architecture is based upon components that communicate with each other by
using intents that are described by a manifest and that are stored in an app package.
Components
An app is a collection of components (activities, services, content providers, and
broadcast receivers) that run in a Linux process and that are managed by Android.
These components share a set of resources, including databases, preferences, a file
system, and the Linux process.



This component-oriented architecture lets an app reuse the components of other
apps, provided that those other apps permit reuse of their components. Component
reuse reduces overall memory footprint, which is very important for devices with
limited memory.

To make the reuse concept concrete, suppose you’re creating a drawing app that
lets users choose a color from a palette, and suppose that another app has
developed a suitable color chooser and permits this component to be reused. In this
scenario, the drawing app can call upon that other app’s color chooser to have the
user select a color rather than provide its own color chooser. The drawing app
doesn’t contain the other app’s color chooser or even link to this other app. Instead,
it starts up the other app’s color chooser component when needed.

Android starts a process when any part of the app (such as the aforementioned
color chooser) is needed, and instantiates the Java objects for that part. This is why
Android’s apps don’t have a single entry point (no C-style main() function, for
example). Instead, apps use components that are instantiated and run as needed.

Activities
An activity is a component that presents a user interface so that the user can
interact with an app. For example, Android’s Contacts app includes an activity for
entering a new contact, its Phone app includes an activity for dialing a phone
number, and its Calculator app includes an activity for performing basic
calculations (see Figure 1–2).

Figure 1–2. The main activity of Android’s Calculator app lets the user perform
basic calculations.

Although an app can include a single activity, it’s more typical for apps to include
multiple activities. For example, Calculator also includes an “advanced panel”
activity that lets the user calculate square roots, perform trigonometry, and carry
out other advanced mathematical operations.

Services
A service is a component that runs in the background for an indefinite period of
time, and which doesn’t provide a user interface. As with an activity, a service runs
on the process’s main thread; it must spawn another thread to perform a time-
consuming operation. Services are classified as local or remote.



 A local service runs in the same process as the rest of the app. Such services
make it easy to implement background tasks.

 A remote service runs in a separate process. Such services let you perform
inter process communications.

NOTE: A service is not a separate process, although it can be specified to run in a
separate process. Also, a service is not a thread. Instead, a service lets the app tell
Android about something it wants to be doing in the background (even when the
user is not directly interacting with the app), and lets the app expose some of its
functionality to other apps.

Consider a service that plays music in response to a user’s music choice via an
activity. The user selects the song to play via this activity, and a service is started
in response to the selection. The service plays the music on another thread to
prevent the Application Not Responding dialog box (discussed in Appendix C)
from appearing.

Broadcast Receivers

A broadcast receiver is a component that receives and reacts to broadcasts. Many
broadcasts originate in system code; for example, an announcement is made to
indicate that the timezone has been changed or the battery power is low.

Apps can also initiate broadcasts. For example, an app may want to let other apps
know that some data has finished downloading from the network to the device and
is now available for them to use.

Content Providers

A content provider is a component that makes a specific set of an app’s data
available to other apps. The data can be stored in the Android file system, in an
SQLite database, or in any other manner that makes sense.

Content providers are preferable to directly accessing raw data because they
decouple component code from raw data formats. This decoupling prevents code
breakage when formats change.

Intents
Intents are messages that describe operations to perform (such as “send an email”
or “choose a photo”), or in the case of broadcasts, provide descriptions of external
events that have occurred (a device’s camera being activated, for example) and are
being announced.



Because nearly everything in Android involves intents, there are many
opportunities to replace existing components with your own components. For
example, Android provides the intent for sending an email. Your app can send that
intent to activate the standard mail app, or it can register an activity that responds
to the “send an email” intent, effectively replacing the standard mail app with its
own activity.

These messages are implemented as instances of the android.content.Intent class.
An Intent object describes a message in terms of some combination of the
following items:
Action: A string naming the action to be performed or, in the case of broadcast
intents, the action that took place and is being reported.

Actions are described by Intent constants such as ACTION_CALL (initiate a
phone call), ACTION_EDIT (display data for the user to edit), and
ACTION_MAIN (start up as the initial activity). You can also define your own
action strings for activating the components in your app. These strings should
include the app package as a prefix
("com.example.project.SELECT_COLOR", for example).

Category: A string that provides additional information about the kind of
component that should handle the intent. For example,
CATEGORY_LAUNCHER means that the calling activity should appear in the
device’s app launcher as a top-level app. (The app launcher is briefly discussed in
Recipe 1–4.)

Component name: A string that specifies the fully qualified name (package plus
name) of a component class to use for the intent. The component name is optional.
If set, the Intent object is delivered to an instance of the designated class. If not set,
Android uses other information in the Intent object to locate a suitable target.

Data: The uniform resource identifier of the data on which to operate (such as a
person record in a contacts database).

Extras: A set of key-value pairs providing additional information that should be
delivered to the component handling the intent. For example, given an action for
sending an email, this information could include the message’s subject, body, and
so on.

Flags: Bit values that instruct Android on how to launch an activity (for example,
which task the activity should belong to – tasks are discussed later in this chapter)
and how to treat the activity after launch (for example, whether the activity can be



considered a recent activity). Flags are represented by constants in the Intent class;
for example, FLAG_ACTIVITY_NEW_TASK specifies that this activity will
become the start of a new task on this activity stack. The activity stack is discussed
later in this chapter.
Type: The MIME type of the intent data. Normally, Android infers a type from the
data. By specifying a type, you disable that inference.

Intents can be classified as explicit or implicit. An explicit intent designates the
target component by its name (the previously mentioned component name item is
assigned a value). Because component names are usually unknown to the
developers of other
apps, explicit intents are typically used for app-internal messages (such as an
activity
that launches another activity located within the same app). Android delivers an
explicit intent to an instance of the designated target class. Only the Intent object’s
component name matters for determining which component should get the intent.

An implicit intent doesn’t name a target (the component name is not assigned a
value). Implicit intents are often used to start components in other apps. Android
searches for the best component (a single activity or service to perform the
requested action) or components (a set of broadcast receivers to respond to the
broadcast announcement) to handle the implicit intent. During the search, Android
compares the contents of the Intent object to intent filters, manifest information
associated with components that can potentially receive intents.

Filters advertise a component’s capabilities and identify only those intents that the
component can handle. They open up the component to the possibility of receiving
implicit intents of the advertised type. If a component has no intent filters, it can
receive only explicit intents. In contrast, a component with filters can receive
explicit and implicit intents. Android consults an Intent object’s action, category,
data, and type when comparing the intent against an intent filter. It doesn’t take
extras and flags into consideration.

Manifest

Android learns about an app’s various components (and more) by examining the
app’s XML-structured manifest file, AndroidManifest.xml. For example, Listing
1–1 shows how this file might declare an activity component.

Listing 1–1. A Manifest File Declaring an Activity

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"



package="com.example.project"
android:versionCode="1"android:versionName="1.0">
<application android:label="@string/app_name" android:icon="@drawable/icon">
<activity android:name=".MyActivity" android:label="@string/app_name">
<intent-filter>
<action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" />
<category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" />
</intent-filter>
</activity>
</application>
</manifest>

Listing 1–1 begins with the necessary <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
prolog, which identifies this file as an XML version 1.0 file, whose content is
encoded according to the UTF-8 encoding standard.

Listing 1–1 next presents a <manifest> tag, which is this XML document’s root
element; android identifies the Android namespace, package identifies the app’s
Java package, and versionCode/versionName identify version information.

Nested within <manifest> is <application>, which is the parent of app component
tags. The icon and label attributes refer to icon and label resources that Android
devices display to represent the app. (Resources are briefly discussed in Recipe 1–
5.)

NOTE: Resources are identified by the @ prefix, followed by a resource
category name (such as string or drawable), /, and the resource ID (such as
app_name or icon).
The <application> tag’s icon and label attributes specify defaults that are
inherited by components whose tags don’t specify these attributes.

Nested within <application> is <activity>, which describes an activity component.
This tag’s name attribute identifies a class (MyActivity) that implements the
activity. This name begins with a period character to imply that it’s relative to
com.example.project.

NOTE: The period is not present when AndroidManifest.xml is created at
the command line. However, this character is present when this file is
created from within Eclipse (discussed in Recipe 1–10). Regardless,
MyActivity is relative to <manifest>’s package value (com.example.project).



Nested within <activity> is <intent-filter>. This tag declares the capabilities of the
component described by the enclosing tag. For example, it declares the capabilities
of the activity component via its nested <action> and <category> tags.

<action> identifies the action to perform. This tag’s android:name attribute is
assigned "android.intent.action.MAIN" to identify the activity as the app’s entry
point.

<category> identifies a component category. This tag’s android:name attribute is
assigned "android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" to identify the activity as needing
to be displayed in the app launcher.

NOTE: Other components are similarly declared. For example, services are
declared via <service> tags, broadcast receivers are declared via <receiver>
tags, and content providers are declared via <provider> tags. Except for
broadcast receivers, which can be created at runtime, components not
declared in the manifest are not created by Android.

The manifest may also contain <uses-permission> tags to identify permissions that
the app needs. For example, an app that needs to use the camera would specify the
following tag: <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.CAMERA" />.

NOTE: <uses-permission> tags are nested within <manifest> tags. They
appear at the same level as the <application> tag.

At app-install time, permissions requested by the app (via <uses-permission>) are
granted to it by Android’s package installer, based upon checks against the digital
signatures of the apps declaring those permissions and/or interaction with the user.

No checks with the user are done while an app is running. It was granted a specific
permission when installed and can use that feature as desired, or the permission
was not granted and any attempt to use the feature will fail without prompting the
user.

NOTE: AndroidManifest.xml provides additional information, such as
naming any libraries that the app needs to be linked against (besides the
default Android library), and identifying all app-enforced permissions (via
<permission> tags) to other apps, such as controlling who can start the app’s
activities.
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